Errata Sheet for

Running Out of Time—Introducing Behaviorology to Help Solve Global Problems [2nd print run]

The possible value of this book beginning to help solve human problems sooner trumped delaying its release until no typos remained (A virtual impossibility?). Thus, after the first print run in January 2014, a six–page list of changes (e.g., typo corrections and minor improvements) accumulated, all of which appeared correctly in the second print run of March 2015. (If your copy shows only one ISBN on page iv, then you have a copy of the First Edition, first print run (the so–called “Collector’s Edition) and could use this six–page list, which you can obtain in PDF format by sending an email request to the author at ledoux@canton.edu.)

The title of that first list of changes was “Accumulated Improvements for Running Out of Time…” This new “Errata Sheet for…[2nd print run]” contains typo corrections and minor improvements the discovery of which occurred after the second print run in March 2015. These will appear correctly in the third and subsequent print runs. (Please alert the author to all real typos that you discover that are still awaiting correction. Thank you.)

Front matter (Roman numbered pages):

NA

Part I (Chapters 1–12):

Page 64, last line of para 0: replace our with out
Page 213, para 2, line 17 (4th line from bottom): replace if with of

Part II (Chapters 13–24) & rear matter:

Page 527, para 2, line 2: replace solution with solutions
Page 564, entry for “rights”: replace 4242 with 424